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We study two types of active (self-propelled) macroscopic particles under confinement: camphor
surfers and hexbug crawlers, using a combined experimental, theoretical, and numerical approach.
Unlike widely studied microscopic active particles and swimmers, where thermal forces are often
important and inertia is negligible, our macroscopic particles exhibit complex dynamics due expressly
to active non-thermal noise combined with inertial effects. Strong confinement induces accumulation
at a finite distance within the boundary and gives rise to three distinguishable dynamical states;
both depending on activity and inertia. These surprisingly complex dynamics arise already at the
single particle level — highlighting the importance of inertia in macroscopic active matter.

INTRODUCTION

Active matter is a rapidly growing field of research that
studies the behavior of self-driven entities that exhibit
rich dynamics and collective phenomena in systems cov-
ering a wide range of length scales [1–3]. This ranges from
molecular-scale systems such as driven biopolymers [4] up
to meter-scale systems like dense crowds of people [5–7].
Physical confinement of active systems, critical not only
to understand the effect of boundaries but also for appli-
cations to real-life systems, triggers interesting dynamical
behaviors, e.g. collective motion, accumulation, segrega-
tion, phase separation, and freezing/fluidization [8–15].
While experimental observations in starling flocks have
shown the importance of inertial effects in flocking transi-
tions [16], how inertia modifies some peculiar features of
active systems, such as accumulation at the boundaries
or anomalous density fluctuations remains unknown.

For a system in thermal equilibrium the density fol-
lows the Boltzmann distribution [17]. This means, for
instance, that a Brownian particle in a container will uni-
formly explore the accessible space, without developing
currents. In stark contrast, systems of active particles
exhibit a steady-state density profile with an accumu-
lation peak at the confining wall [12, 18–23] as it has
been observed in experiments [9, 15]. Most studies have
focused on overdamped systems due to the ubiquity of
experimental work at the microscopic scale [3], however,
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FIG. 1: Probability distribution of the position of an isolated
active particle in presence of strong boundaries for camphor
surfers (green) and hexbug crawlers (violet). These distribu-
tion are peaked at a distance ∆ within the system boundary
(dashed vertical line), unlike in overdamped systems. Insets:
a representative angular probability distribution (left, units in
radians) and a the time-lapse of a surfer’s trajectory (right).

a growing number of experimental observations highlight
the importance of inertia in macroscopic active matter
systems [22, 24–27].

In this work we study the role of a strong confining
boundary on the dynamics of single macroscopic active
particles, at two length scales (mm and cm) where in-
ertia is non-negligible. We use two different systems,
comprising both wet and dry active matter: camphor
surfers, which glide at the fluid air interface via a surface
tension-driven motion [28]; and Hexbug crawlers, which
are propelled on a solid surface by a vibrating motor [22];
hereafter, referred to as surfers and crawlers. In both sys-
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tems, a single surfer or crawler is confined to a circular
container with rigid walls. Strikingly, due to the inter-
play of inertial dynamics and strong confinement we ob-
serve rich dynamics already at the single particle level.
We observe: (1) steady-state density distributions that
exhibit an accumulation peak at a finite distance within
the confining wall (Fig.1), and (2) transitions between
three dynamical states that we call “orbits”, “epicycles”,
and “collisions” (Fig.5). Through experiments, model-
ing, and simulations we show that the self propulsion
speed of the inertial active particles controls the location
of the density peak and drives transitions between the
three dynamical states. Including inertia in models is
critical in capturing the observed dynamics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental systems

Experiments consist of two separate systems: (1)
Millimeter-scale camphor surfers were created by infusing
agarose gel disks with camphor solution as studied pre-
viously [28, 29]. The resulting self-propelled surfer has a
radius of ∼ 3 mm and a mass of ∼ 40 mg. The dynam-
ics is then studied by placing the surfer at the water-air
interface in a circular petri dish of 10 cm diameter with
20 g of ultrapure water. Self-propulsion is driven by gra-
dients in surface tension. (2) Centimeter-scale crawlers
were created using a Hexbug nano [22] that is trapped
under an inverted rigid isotropic cup of radius ∼ 3 cm
and a combined mass of ∼ 10 g. The Hexbug is 4.5 cm
in length, which allows it to move freely within the cup
and collide with its walls — this combined Hexbug and
cup system is referred to as the crawler. The crawler
is then placed on a flat circular table of ∼ 1 m diameter
that has a vertical wall around its edge. Self-propulsion is
driven by a mechanical vibrating motor. Thus these two
systems comprise wet and dry active matter systems and
differ in scale by an order of magnitude. For both sys-
tems motion was recorded at 20-30 Hz. In both systems,
the active particle is free to move in-plane (Fig.2) but
experiences a vertical wall at the boundary. For a surfer,
collision with the boundary is likely mediated through
capillary effects [29]. For a crawler, the collision with
the boundary is mediated directly through physical con-
tact of the cup with the wall. Therefore, both surfers
and crawlers experience strong confinement to a circular
container of size R = 5 cm and 50 cm, respectively, and
exhibit a typical speed of vexp ∼ 9 cm/s. This defines a
typical timescale to traverse the container, τ = R/vexp,
as ∼ 0.5 s for surfers and ∼ 5.5 s for crawlers.

1 cm

camphor 
surfer

10 cm

hexbug 
crawler

(a) (b)

FIG. 2: Representative images of camphor surfer (a) and
hexbug crawler (b). Dashed line indicates boundary of con-
tainer.

Image capture and analysis

Representative images of a camphor surfer and hexbug
crawler are shown in Fig.2, where the dotted line indi-
cates the container boundary. In both experiments the
container was painted with anti-reflective black paint to
enhance contrast and images were captured using identi-
cal CMOS cameras (Basler acA3088-57um, from Graftek
Imaging) where 4x pixel binning was used at the time of
acquisition resulting in an image of 768x516 pixels and
saved as individual linearly-encoded TIFF files. A differ-
ent lens for each type of experiment was used to accom-
modate the difference in scale: (1) Computar M3Z1228C-
MP for surfers and (2) Kowa LMVZ4411 for crawlers —
both purchased from Graftek Imaging. Captured image
sequences were analyzed in MATLAB to determine parti-
cle trajectories using a custom-written image processing
code. Briefly, images were thresholded and background
noise was removed via filtering, and the centroid of the
single particle was recorded for each frame. Working with
single macroscopic particles that remain in-plane and ex-
hibit large contrast with their background is relatively
straight-forward and thus the centroid of the particle
could be consistently determined in every single frame.
Tracking precision was determined to be ∼1 pixel for
both surfers and crawlers, resulting in an uncertainty of
0.2 mm and 0.2 cm, respectively. This tracking precision
corresponds to ∼ 1/30th of the particle diameter.

Numerical Model

For modelling the dynamics of both, surfers and
crawlers, we consider the following stochastic dynamics
for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom

mr̈ = −γṙ + γv0n + f (1)

Iϕ̈ = −γRϕ̇+ γR
√

2Drη . (2)

In Eq. (1), r = (x(t), y(t)) is the position of the center
of mass of the macroscopic disc at time t. m is the mass
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FIG. 3: Mean square displacements (MSDs). (a) MSD for
the radial coordinate, r(t), normalized to the container size,
R. A crossover from ballistic to a flat plateau indicates con-
finement. In most experimental runs oscillatory behaviour is
observed (inset, shows theoretical fit for surfers). From this
fit we estimate m/γ ∼ 40 and 5 s for surfers and crawlers,
respectively. (b) MSD for the angular coordinate θ(t). The
angular dynamics is consistent with ballistic motion in surfers
and diffusive motion for crawlers. Kinks, describing multiple
timescales, are observed e.g. during epicycles (inset). Data
shown for epicycles, collisions, and orbits are from surfers.
Power laws of ballistic (solid red) and diffusive (solid black)
dynamics are shown as a guide for the eye.

of the disc, I the moment of inertia, γ and γR the trans-
lational and rotational friction coefficients. The moment
of inertia is due to the fact that in the underdamped
regime we have to take into account also the finite size
of the particle. The particle is self-propelled along the
direction given by the vector n = (cosϕ(t), sinϕ(t)). v0

is the self-propulsion speed, η is a random noise that sat-
isfies 〈η〉 = 0 and 〈η(t)η(s)〉 = δ(t − s), and Dr is the
rotational diffusion coefficient. In writing Eq. (1), we
consider as negligible the random fluctuations acting on
translational degrees of freedom. This is motivated by
the fact that, in our experiments, the self-propulsion is
the leading stochastic force acting on the system, i. e., the
diffusion due to the thermal bath is orders of magnitude
smaller than the displacement due to the self-propulsion.
Since we are considering the system confined by a circular
container, f is the force exerted by the boundaries on the
particle. In particular, the boundaries are modelled us-
ing a conservative central potential φ(rwp) = (A/rwp)

12

with A a coupling constant that fixes the equilibrium dis-
tance between the particle and the wall. We consider a
circular container of radius R [30, 31]. rwp indicates the
wall/particle distance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spatial distributions and MSD

First, we focus on the average properties of active par-
ticles interacting with the boundaries in presence of both
inertia and friction. To characterize the statistical be-
haviour of the system, we tracked the positions (using
custom code written in MATLAB), computed the po-
lar coordinates r(r, θ) with origin at the center of the
container, and calculated the probability distributions of
their positions, p(r) and p(θ) (Fig.1). As expected p(θ)
shows a uniform distribution because the containers are
rotationally symmetric about their origin. The uniform
distribution in angle likely arises from the rotating dy-
namics of particles along the boundary of the container,
see below for details, but is also consistent with random
motion. Interestingly, the radial distribution, p(r), of
these active particles under confinement is new: it is not
uniform, as one might expect in the case of Brownian
particles, nor peaked at the boundary, as it was found
for active Brownian particles — e.g. micro-swimming
bacteria [9]. Instead, here, the most probable configu-
ration is at some finite distance within the boundary of
the container as shown in Fig.1 by ∆. This observation,
along with our analytic and numerical models showing
∆ depends on activity, v0, is the first main result of this
work.

To gain insight on this behaviour, we computed the
radial and angular mean squared displacement (MSD),
as shown in Fig.3. For both surfers and crawlers the
radial MSD initially grows ballistically in time followed
by a crossover to a flat plateau as expected for the mo-
tion of a particle confined to a circular region. This sug-
gests the persistence length of a surfer/crawler is greater
than our system size. Often oscillations are observed
for surfers in the crossover region Fig.3(left). The an-
gular displacement instead is simpler: typically ballistic
for surfers and nearly diffusive for crawlers. Sometimes
kinks and crossovers between two regions with similar
slope are observed. We interpret these as signatures of
a multi-scale dynamics: for instance local rotational mo-
tion — Fig.3(right), see inset — followed by an overall
large scale rotation along the boundary.

An important difference with respect to microscopic
systems is that these particles are too large to be sensitive
to thermal fluctuations. However, we still observe noise,
e.g. fluctuations in positions and in the speed. Surfers
provide an example of a macroscopic non-thermal sus-
pension where fluctuations are active in origin, and when
activity is absent (e.g. the camphor is exhausted), then
the noise is also absent. Crawlers are similar where the
activity/noise comes from the vibrating motor. From
our measurements, the speed fluctuations have Gaussian
behaviour when the particle is far from the boundaries
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of the system (Fig.4). Collisions and interactions with
the boundary result in a distribution of speeds near the
boundary which has large tails in the case of surfers, but
which is qualitatively similar to the bulk distribution for
crawlers. Presumably for crawlers this is due to the fact
that the collisions with the container are mediated by the
surrounding isotropic cup, which is present also when
particles are far from the boundaries and could be re-
sponsible for a similar randomization of the speed both
in the bulk and close to boundaries as shown in Fig.4.

Analytical model

To gain insight we examine a simple model similar to
active Brownian particles (ABP) with inertia. We con-
sider a particle centered at position x. Then ẋ = v is the
particle’s velocity whose dynamics is described by

mv̇ = −γ(v − v0)− r̂∂U
∂r

. (3)

Here v0 is the active velocity which includes both de-
terministic and fluctuating terms. This is the main dif-
ference from the usual ABP model [32]: in our system
there are no thermal fluctuations and the noise is directly
linked to the activity. This is sometimes referred to as
active Langevin motion [33]. r̂ ∂U∂r is the force (U is the
potential) acting on the radial direction, r̂, due to con-
finement. Writing the particle position x in polar coor-
dinates as x = r(cos θ, sin θ), then r̂ = x/r. To compute
the radial MSD we use the simplest model to describe
the boundary effect: a harmonic potential U = kr2/2
(see numerical simulations for strong confinement). The

velocity vector ẋ is written ẋ = ṙr̂+rθ̇θ̂ and the acceler-
ation v̇ = (r̈−rθ̇2)r̂+(2ṙθ̇+rθ̈)θ̂. The radial and angular
equations are obtained by projecting Eq.(3) onto r̂ and

θ̂ = (− sin θ, cos θ) respectively. We note that these equa-
tions are coupled if inertia is non-negligible, m 6= 0. Pro-
jecting the equation on the radial direction, we write the
active speed (v0·r̂) = v0(1+ξ(t)) as the sum of two terms:
a constant part, v0, and a fluctuating part, ξ(t), which
has zero mean and correlations 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = Λδ(t−t′). Λ
describes the strength of fluctuations in the radial veloc-
ity, which has a non-thermal origin that can be related
to fluctuations in the activity due to chemical reactions
for the surfers or the vibrating motor for the crawlers,
see Fig.4.

To study the radial MSD, for simplicity we assume
constant angular dynamics, θ̇ = Ω. This represents an
overall rotational motion, as often observed in exper-
iments (see Fig.5), and allows us to decouple the ra-
dial equation from the angular one, obtaining mr̈ =
−γṙ+γv0 +γv0ξ(t)−mω2

0r where ω2
0 = k/m−Ω2. This

result is the classical equation of the Brownian oscilla-
tor [34]. The radial MSD is computed (once we subtract
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FIG. 4: Distribution of speed fluctuations, δv (where δv =
v − 〈v〉 and v = |v|), for surfers (a) and crawlers (b). Blue
squares and orange circles indicate near boundaries and in
the bulk, respectively. Fluctuations in the bulk (orange) look
nearly Gaussian, while the near the boundary (blue) non-
Gaussian tails are evident, particularly for surfers (a). Dashed
and dotted-dashed lines show Gaussian distributions with ex-
perimental variance.

the average contribution)from the relation 〈∆r2(t)〉 =
〈[r(t)− r(0)]2〉 = 2〈r2〉 − 2〈r(t)r(0)〉. We obtain,

〈∆r2(t)〉 = 2γ2v2
0

Λ

mω2
0

×

(1− e−2 γm t[cos(ω1t) +
γ

2mω1
sin(ω1t)]) (4)

where ω2
1 = ω2

0 − γ2

4m2

The fit reproduces the experimental data accurately
for surfers, see the inset of Fig.3. The oscillations near
the plateau could be related to the bouncing dynamics
of the particles near the boundary — which only occurs
in the presence of inertia. In the case of surfers, the fit
yields the values m/γ ∼ 40 s, ω1 = 189.48 rad/s, and a
plateau of ≈ 300 mm2. For crawlers, we obtain m/γ ∼ 5
s, and a plateau of ≈ 15000 mm2, with no appreciable os-
cillations (ω1 ≈ 0.6 rad/s) see violet curve of Fig.3(left).
These extracted values of m/γ suggests that the effect of
inertia is stronger in surfers than crawlers in our experi-
mental setup. This is further supported by comparison of
m/γ, the timescale of inertial relaxation, to τ ∼ R/vexp,
the typical time for a particle to traverse the container.
The inertial relaxation time for surfers (m/γ ∼ 40 s)
is much larger than timescale to traverse the container
(τ ∼ 0.5 s); and for crawlers the two timescales are com-
parable (m/γ ∼ 5 s, and τ ∼ 5.5 s). In both cases the
extracted value of m/γ indicates inertia is important for
the dynamics.

How a simple model approximating the confining
boundary as a harmonic potential fits the MSD data
for both surfers and crawlers is not entirely clear. For
surfers, presumably interactions with the boundary of
the container are mediated by capillary forces (a menis-
cus is visible in the proximity of the boundary) [35]. To
first approximation, a spring-like potential could repre-
sent the meniscus force felt by the particle when collid-
ing. A similar effect can be envisaged for the crawlers for
interactions of the isotropic cup and container wall. A
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difference worth noting is that because the particles are
actively driven, the oscillations (albeit damped) do not
vanish in the radial MSD.

The equation for the angular coordinate is mrθ̈ =
−(γr + 2mṙ)θ̇ + ν(t) where ν(t) represents noise, which
in the simplest case is zero except at the instant of colli-
sion with the boundary. As we see, the equation is still
coupled to the radial position. To decouple these vari-
ables, we write r(t) ≈ r0, which represents some average
radial position (e.g. the peak of the distribution in Fig.1).

Hence, the equation for the angle is θ̈ = − γ
m θ̇+ ν(t)

mr0
. The

solution for the angle in this case is obtained by consid-
ering delta-correlated noise 〈ν(t′)ν(t′′)〉 = Γδ(t′ − t′′), as
〈∆θ2〉 ≈ Ω2t2 in the regime where inertia dominates [36].
If we neglected m, following the same calculation the an-
gular MSD would become diffusive, 〈∆θ2〉 ≈ Γ

γ2r20
t with

Γ the strength of fluctuations in angular velocity. To-
gether, this analysis suggests the surfers exhibit strong
inertial effects because of the ballistic angular dynamics
and oscillations in radial dynamics, while the inertial ef-
fects of our crawlers [39] is less apparent — consistent
with the m/γ extracted from the radial analysis.

Dynamical transitions between states

So far we have discussed statistical properties of these
single particle systems. However, this does not distin-
guish finer dynamical features that are associated with a
particle’s individual trajectory. By focusing on such dy-
namical details, we find three states: (1) Orbits, where
particles move, approximately, on circular trajectories
with curvature similar to the size of the confining bound-
ary. (2) Epicycles, where rotation at small scales is cou-
pled to rotation along the container’s boundary; (3) Col-
lisions, where relatively straight trajectories are followed
by abrupt changes in direction due to the collisions with
the boundary. While orbits have been observed in soft
confinement [22], the richer dynamics of epicycles and
collisions are unique. This observation, along with our
numerical model suggesting transitions between dynam-
ical states is tuned by activity, is the second main result
of our letter.

These three dynamical states are shown for surfers
in Fig.5, and transitions between them are possible even
for a single particle in time. Signatures of these dynami-
cal states also emerge in the MSDs shown in Fig.3. While
all three states have ballistic dynamics at short times,
they exhibit different plateau values in the radial dy-
namics at longer times – epicycles exploring the largest
radial area, followed by collisions which typically avoid
the center of the container, and finally orbits where par-
ticles typically stay in a small region near the bound-
ary Fig.3(left). These dynamics are also visible in the an-
gular MSDs where orbits and collisions have the fastest
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<latexit sha1_base64="laCXn6JYqZQNsSvG166lMi6UMCE=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywIXc0UpLYWGIiHwmcZG/Zgw17e5fdOQ258D9sLDTG1v9i579xgSsUfMkmb96bycy+IJHCoOt+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0beJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9ziPXRsTqHqcJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHirsitgmu8hWZlAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz4r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni6hm5tMqQhLG2TyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzCMgQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1QRRuCt/rlddKuVT236t3Vyo16HkcBzuECKuDBNTTgFprQAgYanuEV3pwn58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gCpGJHt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="laCXn6JYqZQNsSvG166lMi6UMCE=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywIXc0UpLYWGIiHwmcZG/Zgw17e5fdOQ258D9sLDTG1v9i579xgSsUfMkmb96bycy+IJHCoOt+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0beJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9ziPXRsTqHqcJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHirsitgmu8hWZlAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz4r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni6hm5tMqQhLG2TyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzCMgQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1QRRuCt/rlddKuVT236t3Vyo16HkcBzuECKuDBNTTgFprQAgYanuEV3pwn58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gCpGJHt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="laCXn6JYqZQNsSvG166lMi6UMCE=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywIXc0UpLYWGIiHwmcZG/Zgw17e5fdOQ258D9sLDTG1v9i579xgSsUfMkmb96bycy+IJHCoOt+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0beJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9ziPXRsTqHqcJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHirsitgmu8hWZlAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz4r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni6hm5tMqQhLG2TyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzCMgQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1QRRuCt/rlddKuVT236t3Vyo16HkcBzuECKuDBNTTgFprQAgYanuEV3pwn58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gCpGJHt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="laCXn6JYqZQNsSvG166lMi6UMCE=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywIXc0UpLYWGIiHwmcZG/Zgw17e5fdOQ258D9sLDTG1v9i579xgSsUfMkmb96bycy+IJHCoOt+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0beJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9ziPXRsTqHqcJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHirsitgmu8hWZlAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz4r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni6hm5tMqQhLG2TyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzCMgQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1QRRuCt/rlddKuVT236t3Vyo16HkcBzuECKuDBNTTgFprQAgYanuEV3pwn58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gCpGJHt</latexit>

time (s)
<latexit sha1_base64="MReAd7Nkul7cfj+Et3H1DjvXxGA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXxpQBG8sI5gOSI+xt5pIlu3fn7pwQjvwJGwtFbP07dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZx8Sp5tDmsYx1L2AGpIigjQIl9BINTAUSusH0duF3n0AbEUcPOEvAV2wciVBwhlbqoVBAq+Z6WK64NXcJukm8nFRIjtaw/DUYxTxVECGXzJi+5yboZ0yj4BLmpUFqIGF8ysbQtzRiCoyfLe+d0yurjGgYa1sR0qX6eyJjypiZCmynYjgx695C/M/rpxg2/ExESYoQ8dWiMJUUY7p4no6EBo5yZgnjWthbKZ8wzTjaiEo2BG/95U3Sqdc8t+bd1yvNRh5HkVyQS1IlHrkhTXJHWqRNOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY9Va8HJZ87JHzifPyCuj1E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MReAd7Nkul7cfj+Et3H1DjvXxGA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXxpQBG8sI5gOSI+xt5pIlu3fn7pwQjvwJGwtFbP07dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZx8Sp5tDmsYx1L2AGpIigjQIl9BINTAUSusH0duF3n0AbEUcPOEvAV2wciVBwhlbqoVBAq+Z6WK64NXcJukm8nFRIjtaw/DUYxTxVECGXzJi+5yboZ0yj4BLmpUFqIGF8ysbQtzRiCoyfLe+d0yurjGgYa1sR0qX6eyJjypiZCmynYjgx695C/M/rpxg2/ExESYoQ8dWiMJUUY7p4no6EBo5yZgnjWthbKZ8wzTjaiEo2BG/95U3Sqdc8t+bd1yvNRh5HkVyQS1IlHrkhTXJHWqRNOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY9Va8HJZ87JHzifPyCuj1E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MReAd7Nkul7cfj+Et3H1DjvXxGA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXxpQBG8sI5gOSI+xt5pIlu3fn7pwQjvwJGwtFbP07dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZx8Sp5tDmsYx1L2AGpIigjQIl9BINTAUSusH0duF3n0AbEUcPOEvAV2wciVBwhlbqoVBAq+Z6WK64NXcJukm8nFRIjtaw/DUYxTxVECGXzJi+5yboZ0yj4BLmpUFqIGF8ysbQtzRiCoyfLe+d0yurjGgYa1sR0qX6eyJjypiZCmynYjgx695C/M/rpxg2/ExESYoQ8dWiMJUUY7p4no6EBo5yZgnjWthbKZ8wzTjaiEo2BG/95U3Sqdc8t+bd1yvNRh5HkVyQS1IlHrkhTXJHWqRNOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY9Va8HJZ87JHzifPyCuj1E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MReAd7Nkul7cfj+Et3H1DjvXxGA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXxpQBG8sI5gOSI+xt5pIlu3fn7pwQjvwJGwtFbP07dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZx8Sp5tDmsYx1L2AGpIigjQIl9BINTAUSusH0duF3n0AbEUcPOEvAV2wciVBwhlbqoVBAq+Z6WK64NXcJukm8nFRIjtaw/DUYxTxVECGXzJi+5yboZ0yj4BLmpUFqIGF8ysbQtzRiCoyfLe+d0yurjGgYa1sR0qX6eyJjypiZCmynYjgx695C/M/rpxg2/ExESYoQ8dWiMJUUY7p4no6EBo5yZgnjWthbKZ8wzTjaiEo2BG/95U3Sqdc8t+bd1yvNRh5HkVyQS1IlHrkhTXJHWqRNOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY9Va8HJZ87JHzifPyCuj1E=</latexit>

(a) Orbits
<latexit sha1_base64="Ar4ncofWpk5rrgN3BSqZUHYYtPk=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtzRSEliYycmAka4kL1lDzbs7V1250zIhX9hY6Extv4bO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJx8SpZrzNYhnrh4AaLoXibRQo+UOiOY0CybvB5Hrud5+4NiJW9zhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9Fill+RWBwLNoFxxa+4CZJ14OalAjtag/NUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs8XFM3JhlSEJY21LIVmovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1VvLv7n9VIMG34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjM3ydDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbUglG4K3+vI66dRrnlvz7uqVZiOPowhncA5V8OAKmnADLWgDAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHef+QFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ar4ncofWpk5rrgN3BSqZUHYYtPk=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtzRSEliYycmAka4kL1lDzbs7V1250zIhX9hY6Extv4bO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJx8SpZrzNYhnrh4AaLoXibRQo+UOiOY0CybvB5Hrud5+4NiJW9zhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9Fill+RWBwLNoFxxa+4CZJ14OalAjtag/NUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs8XFM3JhlSEJY21LIVmovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1VvLv7n9VIMG34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjM3ydDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbUglG4K3+vI66dRrnlvz7uqVZiOPowhncA5V8OAKmnADLWgDAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHef+QFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ar4ncofWpk5rrgN3BSqZUHYYtPk=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtzRSEliYycmAka4kL1lDzbs7V1250zIhX9hY6Extv4bO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJx8SpZrzNYhnrh4AaLoXibRQo+UOiOY0CybvB5Hrud5+4NiJW9zhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9Fill+RWBwLNoFxxa+4CZJ14OalAjtag/NUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs8XFM3JhlSEJY21LIVmovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1VvLv7n9VIMG34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjM3ydDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbUglG4K3+vI66dRrnlvz7uqVZiOPowhncA5V8OAKmnADLWgDAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHef+QFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ar4ncofWpk5rrgN3BSqZUHYYtPk=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtzRSEliYycmAka4kL1lDzbs7V1250zIhX9hY6Extv4bO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJx8SpZrzNYhnrh4AaLoXibRQo+UOiOY0CybvB5Hrud5+4NiJW9zhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9Fill+RWBwLNoFxxa+4CZJ14OalAjtag/NUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs8XFM3JhlSEJY21LIVmovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1VvLv7n9VIMG34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjM3ydDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbUglG4K3+vI66dRrnlvz7uqVZiOPowhncA5V8OAKmnADLWgDAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHef+QFw==</latexit>

FIG. 5: Characterization of different dynamical states: (a) or-
bits, (b) epicycles, and (c) collisions. The left-column shows
the distribution of the curvatures. Curvatures are truncated
at the value 10κ0, where κ0 = 1/R is the container curva-
ture. The horizontal red lines indicate the boundary curva-
ture, κ = ±κ0. The middle-column shows the curvature as a
function of time, corresponding to the time-lapse trajectories
shown in the right-column. A κ/κ0 value of zero indicates
motion in a straight line. (a) Orbiting dynamics exhibit a
sharp peak at the curvature corresponding to the boundary,
|κ0|. (b) Epicycles exhibit a wider distribution of curvatures
peaked at a higher value, ≈ |2κ0|, indicating “sharper” turns.
(c) Collisions exhibit more complex dynamics, with a central
peak in curvature similar to the container’s boundary, and
two large shoulders at very high curvature, ±10κ0, associated
with collisions where abrupt changes in direction take place.
Shaded green regions in the time dynamics (middle-column)
correspond to abrupt changes in curvature indicated in tra-
jectories (right-column).

angular motion, and epicycles exhibit multi-scale dynam-
ics with comparable motion at short-times but a transi-
tion to a slower overall angular motion at long-time due
to the local rotations Fig.3(right). We show representa-
tive examples of timelapse trajectories in Fig.5(right). In
crawlers, which have smaller inertial effects (m/γ),we see
similar dynamical states and transitions between, how-
ever, less pronounced. The observation that these states
are less pronounced in crawlers suggests that the differ-
ence in inertia between surfers and crawlers may play a
key role. We explore this further in the following section
using numerical simulations.

The local curvature κ(t) along the particle trajectory
provides a convenient way to characterize the dynami-
cal features. The curvature is computed from the (x, y)
coordinates of the particles using a standard 2D for-
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mula: κ(t) = (ẋÿ−ẏẍ)

(ẋ2+ẏ2)
3
2

. In interpreting these dynam-

ics, κ(t) > 0 corresponds to a counter-clockwise motion
and κ(t) < 0 clockwise. Asymmetry in the distribution
of κ/κ0, for a single trajectory arises due to persistent
rotational motion in one direction (κ0 is the container
curvature). In Fig.5 we show curvature dynamics for our
three dynamical states. The orbits state (Fig.5a) is the
most straightforward, exhibiting a single relatively nar-
row peak at a value of |κ/κ0| ≈ 1 because the surfer
is consistently undergoing rotational motion along the
boundary. The epicycles state (Fig.5b) is mainly charac-
terized by a single large and wide peak. The peak is wide
and biased towards larger values of |κ/κ0| due to multi-
scale rotational dynamics, and thus a wider distribution
of curvatures. The collisions state (Fig.5c) is charac-
terized by two large peaks at ±10κ0 that correspond to
collisions with the boundary generating high-curvature
turns and a third more central peak at ≈ |κ0| due to
overall rotating dynamics near the boundary reminiscent
of orbits. It is worth noting there is always an overall ro-
tational motion (i.e. non-zero peak in κ/κ0 and ballistic
angular MSD). This means an active particle with non-
negligible inertia in a rotationally symmetric container
generates persistent rotational motion in one direction.
This is an example of spontaneous breaking of rotational
symmetry at the single particle level.

These three dynamical states are observed not only in
different realizations of the same experiment, but tran-
sitions between states are also observed as a function of
time for a single particle. Since the influence of inertia on
a particle does not change in time, this observation sug-
gests that the dynamical states are tuned by some other
parameter. We propose activity tunes the observed dy-
namical states as we explore in the following section using
simulations.

Numerical simulations

Our simulations show that the dynamical states ob-
served in experiments can be rationalized in terms of a
simple model of an active Langevin disc in the under-
damped regime [24, 33]. This goes beyond the analyt-
ical model described above, by including the dynamic
inertial equation for the disc’s orientation, n, and intro-
ducing a “strong” confining boundary. In the numerical
model, a disc of radius a and mass m moves confined in
a circular container of radius R. The disc experiences a
self-propulsive force along the direction n that causes a
self-propulsive velocity of magnitude v0. Because of its
finite size, the disc is also characterised by it’s moment
of inertia I. The orientation n is subjected to a random
and uncorrelated noise whose fluctuations are character-
ized by a rotational diffusion constant Dr = 1.
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FIG. 6: Numerical simulations. (a) Representative trajecto-
ries of the numerical model for v0/vexp = 0.1, 1, 10, 25 (red,
green, blue, and magenta respectively). (b) Distribution of
local curvatures P(κ/κ0), averaged over many trajectories.
(c) The radial distribution function with parameters suitable
for reproducing surfers and crawlers. Inset corresponds to ve-
locities in (a,b). (d) A phase diagram of the position of the
peak in the radial distribution function (yellow corresponds
to r/R = 1, violet is r/R = 0). Crawlers (black diamond) ex-
hibit a single peaked distribution within but near the bound-
ary. Surfers exhibit a peak well within the boundary with
a depletion region near the wall. Red, green, blue, and ma-
genta symbols refer to the location in the phase diagram of
the trajectories shown in (a).

Fig.6a shows four representative trajectories at differ-
ent self-propulsion velocity v0/vexp = 0.1, 1, 10, 25 and
fixed γR/γ = 8× 10−2 (the ratio has been chosen to de-
scribe the surfers). vexp ∼ 90 mm/s is the typical scale
of velocity measured in experiments for both surfers and
crawlers. As the self-propulsion velocity v0 increases, tra-
jectories transition from Brownian-like to richer dynam-
ical features of epicycles, collisions, and orbits. This is
an indication that the presence of different regimes ob-
served in experiments may be due to the magnitude of
the self-propulsion velocity, v0, i.e., a quantity that that
is not directly accessible in experimental measurements
because it characterizes only the active process, γv0n,
and is different from the observed speed, vexp = 〈|ṙ|〉.
We look at the statistical distribution of local curvatures
P(κ) as shown in Fig.6b. At small velocities, trajectories
are almost Brownian and the distribution is flat (red).
As v0 increases, ballistic dynamics give rise to a peak
at κ = 0 (green). When epicycles dominate the dynam-
ics, P develops a shallow double-peaked structure (blue).
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The double peak is due to averaging over a large number
of trajectories, where in each simulation the disc may be
persistently rotating in the positive or negative κ direc-
tion. This persistent rotation emerges where collisions
with the boundary are observed (blue) at intermediate
activity but at higher activity orbits dominate and ex-
hibit a deep double-peaked structure (magenta) as shown
in Fig.6a,b.

To compare the numerical model with the experiments
we look at the steady-state properties through the radial
distribution function (using simulation parameters com-
patible with experiment). The result, shown in Fig.6c,
is in fair agreement with the experiment. Namely that
both surfers and crawlers show an accumulation at a fi-
nite distance, ∆, within the container boundary, and that
this effect is stronger with increasing influence of inertia
(e.g. surfers vs crawlers). Finally, using as a criterion the
distance from the boundaries, we develop a phase dia-
gram (Fig.6d). The color map indicates the position of
the peak of the radial distribution function rpeak. Yellow
indicates that rpeak/R = 1, violet indicates rpeak/R = 0.
The violet region suggests the distribution becomes flat.
As one can see, as the inertial effects become negligi-
ble (large γR values), the peak is located at the bound-
ary (yellow) regardless of the self-propulsion speed, as
already observed in other experiments [9, 15]. However,
when inertia dominates (at lower values of γR), the phase
diagram shows rich behavior as the self-propulsion speed
is varied. Very low v0 shows uniform distributions (vio-
let) as expected for Brownian motion, and higher v0 show
a peak of the distribution at a finite distance within the
boundary (shades of green), ∆, as observed in our ex-
periments — e.g. epicycles and collisions tend to move
the peak away from the boundary. Altogether, our sim-
ulations suggest that an inertial active disc under strong
confinement can dynamically transition from Brownian-
like to epicycles, collisions, and orbits by increasing the
self-propulsion velocity, v0.

It is worth noting that the structure of the radial dis-
tribution function shows richer features than in the over-
damped case [9]. This is made evident by the green re-
gions in the phase diagram (upper-left) where the peak of
the distribution not only moves away from the boundary,
but it also exhibits a depletion region close to the wall —
visible in Fig.6c. This observation is in agreement with
experiments, most visibly in surfers (green curve in Fig.1)
that exhibit a peak at finite distance ∆ from the bound-
ary. Moreover, the distributions in both experiments and
simulations exhibit a “shoulder” in the depletion region
(green curves in Fig.1 and Fig.6c).

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize — In “strong” confinement a Brownian
particle will uniformly explore the space; and an over-

damped active particle will accumulate at the container
wall. In this article, we show that a self-propelled particle
with non-negligible inertia gives rise to two new effects:
(1) Particles accumulate at a finite distance within the
container wall, and this distance increases with activity
and inertia. (2) Three dynamical states (and transitions
between them) are observed that can be characterized by
the local curvature, all of which include breaking of rota-
tional symmetry. Both (1) accumulation and (2) transi-
tions between dynamical states can be tuned by activity,
v0, and only exist when inertia is non-negligible. These
observations open a new avenue for inertial active mat-
ter, because they show that, thanks to inertial effects,
active particles can be spatially sorted in target regions
by varying the properties of the particle itself without
introducing an external field or opportune sculpured en-
vironments [37, 38]. Further modeling and experiments
are necessary to fully understand the role of inertia on the
spatial distribution of active particles, the finer features
of their dynamical states, and how this affects multi-
particle interactions.
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